


HALLO!
I'm thrilled to be hosting you in our
home country, the land of the tulips! 

This is a very special moment for our
business as it's been two years since
we have gathered to celebrate spring
and the blooming of the tulips. 

As the first brand to harness the
power of the Dutch tulip we are so
proud to share our heritage, brand
story, and the full Dutch experience
with you. 

We hope you enjoy learning about
the inner workings of our 117 year old
royal tulip farm and, of course,
frolicking and feasting in our fields. 

During your time here, please do not
hesitate to reach out to the
Bloomeffects or hotel staff for
anything you might need.

with love,
Kim van Haaster



A
B
O
U
T We love healthy skin and fresh blooming flowers,

so we combined the two to create field to face
skincare. Our clean, safe, wildly effective
formulas, infused with our breakthrough
Proprietary Tulip Complex from Holland, gives
skin a coveted youthful glow while helping to
protect our precious environment.

PLEASE FOLLOW & TAG

@BLOOMEFFECTS

@BLOOMEFFECTS

BLOOMEFFECTS

FIELDTOFACE



From field, 

 Bloomeffects's tulips are proudly sourced
from our 117 year old Dutch tulip farm
in the green heart of the Netherlands.

Our supplier, HM van Haaster is
renowned for producing the highest
quality of tulips, fine enough for the
British royal family.

ethically sourced from:

to face.



Bloomeffects is so excited to have you
here and show you the many joys of the

Dutch lifestyle.
 

It will be so 'gezellig'!
 

There is no better way to experience what
Bloomeffects is all about than to immerse
yourself in the country that has served as a

muse for our tulip powered skincare.
 

Over the next two days, you'll enjoy a
one-of-a-kind Bloomeffects experience

and be swept away by Amsterdam’s
illustrious history, a city that’s best known

for its luxurious canal houses and
architectural treasures - and of course, its

tulips! 
 

Please use this booklet as a guide for your
trip, detailing your brand itinerary, as well
as some exploration suggestions around

the city should you want to partake in
your free time. 



Discover Amsterdam

Pulitzer



Hallo | Hello 

Doei | Bye 

Bedankt | Thank you 

Tot ziens | See you later

Things To Know

Biking is the main mode of

transportation in Amsterdam, if you

would like to explore the city by

cycle please contact the concierge.

Speak
Dutch

Amsterdam is home to an exceptional array

of museums from Flemish masters to

contemporary wanders. If you plan to

spend time at museums during your stay,

consider getting an I Amsterdam City Card

which grants you access to more than 70

museums.

Tipping Etiquette

If you received good service or

thoroughly enjoyed your meal, it's

customary to give a small tip —

around 5-10% of the bill. 



'Lekker Eten'

Dutch Delicacies

Amsterdam Restaurants

Moon
Located on the 19th floor of the A'dam tower this fine dining experience can't be beat
thanks to its panoramic view of the city. Don't worry about booking the best table in the
house, this restaurant literally rotates while you eat so that each table can enjoy.

The Duchess 
Located in the breathtaking historic Kas Bank building the one Michelin Star restaurant
boasts a marriage of eclectic classics and intricate simplicities. Tip: They have a lovely
afternoon tea!

RIJKS
Located in the famous Rijksmuseum, this one Michelin Star restaurant specializes in fine
Dutch cuisine, offering elegant dishes inspired by local ingredients.

Bitterballen 
Deep fried crispy meatballs served with mustard, perfect for when you’re drinking those
8% Belgian beers. 

Stroopwafel 
Two thin waffles stuck together with a layer of gooey sweet syrup. 

This Dutch specialty is best served raw in a small sandwich. You’ll spot haringhandels
(herring carts) all over the city - ask for a ‘broodje haring’ with pickles and onions. 

Raw Herring 



Recommendations
MUSEUMS 

Rijksmuseum
Museumstraat 1
The Rijksmuseum is the museum of the Netherlands featuring world-famous

masterworks from the Dutch Golden Age. 

Anne Frank House
Prinsengracht 263-267 
A biographical museum dedicated to Jewish wartime diarist Anne Frank. * 

Van Gogh Museum
Museumplein 6
Visit the Van Gogh Museum and discover 200 paintings, 500 drawings, and 750

written documents.* 

 

SHOPS 

X-Bank

 Spuistraat 172

A one-of-a-kind concept store that showcases over 180 Dutch art, fashion, and

design to bring the community together and celebrate Dutch creativity.

Solitude the Label
Leliegracht 36
Handmade jewelry and leather goods by slow fashion Dutch sisters, Amber &

Tanée. The quality and heart of their products are sure to make a lasting memory.  

Anna + Nina
Gerard Doustraat 94
This store harnesses an eclectic Dutch spirit, filled to the brim with statement pieces

that complete any outfit or home.



DAY 1 - THURSDAY, APRIL 21:
Settle into your surroundings before you're welcomed into the world of Bloomeffects 

4:30 PM | Meet in the hotel lobby 
ATTIRE: Wear comfortable shoes for walking, will go straight to dinner after the canal cruise

5:00 PM | Canal Cruise through Amsterdam
Departs from the Pulitzer

6:00 PM | Welcome Dinner 
At the Pulitzer, Restaurant Jansz 

DAY 2 - FRIDAY, APRIL 22:
Get ready for an unforgettable day filled with plenty of picture-perfect moments in the tulip fields -

changing room will be available for outfit changes

Before 10:30 AM | Enjoy a Leisurely Breakfast at the Hotel

10:30/45 AM | Depart for HM van Haaster Tulip Fields
10:30 AM (Pulitzer) at the corner of Prinsengracht & Westermarkt. A 3 minute walk to the right.

10:45 AM  (Kimpton de Witt) outside of the hotel.

11:30 AM | Tulip Fields High Tea at the HM van Haaster Tulip Farm

12:30 PM | Scooter Tour of the HM van Haaster Tulip Fields

2:30 PM | 1st Bus Departs for Schiphol Airport

4:00 PM | 2nd Bus Departs for Amsterdam

Event Itinerary



Thank you to our 
friends and supporters



@BLOOMEFFECTS

WWW.BLOOMEFFECTS.COM

FOR GENERAL & TRANSPORTATION INQUIRIES - CONTACT ISA

INFO@BLOOMEFFECTS.COM

+31 6 41 07 36 14

 

FOR HOTEL INQUIRES - CONTACT ANA

ANA@BLOOMEFFECTS.COM

+31 6 39 02 66 06 

 

FOR ITINERARY INQUIRES - CONTACT SARAH

CONTENT@BLOOMEFFECTS.COM

+31 6 42 28 87 04

 

WHATSAPP PREFERRED CONTACT METHOD


